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Electronic stethoscopes (3M™ Littmann® Model 3100) with wireless transmit using bluetooth® technology was used 
to receive bowel sounds. A specific analyzer of windows program written in microsoft C# (named Chiao Tung 

Chi Mei bowel sound analyzer; CCBA) were created to record, save, play back, view and analyze bowel sounds. Other 
than frequency, CCBA provides bowel sound parameters including sound duration, sound to sound interval, sound 
index and central frequency. The observational study is to examine the influences of intravenous sedation on the 
bowel sound parameters in patients receiving gastroscopy and colonoscopy. Bowel sounds of 32 subjects receiving 
intravenous sedation for gastroscopy and colonoscopy were recorded. Five records were recorded for each subject 
including before sedation, 1 min after sedation as well as 5, 15 and 30 min in post-anesthetic room (PAR). ANOVA 
was used for to test differences between five means. We discovered that significant changes of four bowel sound 
parameters after sedation including sound duration, sound to sound interval, sound index and central frequency 
were found to compare that of before sedation. However, there were no significant changes in energy of each event 
of bowel sounds after sedation to compare that of before sedation (P =0.123). Electronic stethoscopes with wireless 
transmit and CCBA was used for the assessment on the changes of bowel sound parameters after intravenous 
sedation compared to before intravenous sedation. CCBA provides more bowel sound parameters were compared 
for auscultatory findings by physicians. Further studies are needed to validate the sensitivity and specificity of CCBA 
in assessing bowel sound parameters.
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